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THERE I WAS 
• Training students in the little 
Tweet was hardly something you 
bragged about. It was slow and it 
was noisy. It didn't go very fast and 
it was noisy. In the summer it was 
hot and it was noisy. It took forever 
to climb high enough to do spins. 
But it sure was a good teaching tool. 
I learned a lesson almost every time 
I flew. 

On one summer sortie at a South
western base, I had climbed to the 
top of the high areas to accomplish 
some needed spin training. During 
the brief time we were at altitude, 
the typical afternoon buildups start
ed. Eventually we were squeezed in
to one comer of the area in order to 
avoid spinning above the clouds. 
When Center announced the SOF's 
weather recall for potential thunder
storms over the base, I was ready to 
go home. 

Looking from our area back to
ward the common recovery point 
out of the areas, I noticed two of the 
bigger towering cu's on either side 
of our usual route . Neither had 
reached much over 20,000 feet, and 
neither had anything resembling an 
anvil. I couldn't even see anything 
falling from the bases. 

Since we were the only Tweet in 
the areas, I was given an immediate 
descent to the recovery point. The 
two buildups appeared to be about 
10 miles apart, so I planned to fly be
tween the two towering clouds 
columns and stay in the clear all the 

way home. It looked like the sky be
tween them was blue and clear. At 
200 KIAS, with the speedbrake ex
tended, and using frequent valsal
vas, we were "racing" downhill for 
home. 

Suddenly, we flew into a rain
shower. The precipitation was so 
heavy, we lost all forward visibility. 
The noise was so great, we couldn't 
hear each other over the intercom. 
The shower lasted for about 7 or 8 
seconds. As suddenly as it started, it 
was over and we were back in the 
clear. I had hardly had enough time 
to get my cross-cockpit instrument 
scan going. 

Before I had a chance to say a 
word, the student muttered "Jeeez!" 
from the left seat. 

''What is it?" I asked. 
"Look at the wing," he answered. 
I leaned over to see what was 

wrong with the left wing. I really 
couldn't see anything and he finally 
said, "It's the intake." 

Looking over my own canopy 
rail, I saw the fiberglass intake was 
thoroughly stripped of paint and a 
lot of it had been delaminated. I de
clared a precautionary recovery 
with the SOF and returned straight 
home without a stop at the Aux 
field. 

The Safety shop and the fire de
partment met us as we cleared the 
runway. Before we could unstrap 
and climb out, all of the people on 

the ground were pointing at our jet 
and walking closer for a better view. 
After stepping over the side, I was 
as speechless as the people who met 
us. Every light (taxi light, "passing" 
light, wing tip, beacon, and strobe 
light) was gone. The entire speed
brake surface looked like a wild man 
with a ball peen hammer had 
pounded every square inch. The 
fiberglass intakes and the leading 
edge of the wingtips were stripped 
of paint and nearly peeled away as if 
hit with a giant sandblaster. The 
leading edge of the vertical and hori
zontal tails were seriously dented. 
Clearly, we had not flown through a 
rain shower. We had spent 7 or 8 
seconds in some major hail. 

Despite the apparent lack of thun
derstorm characteristics, the tower
ing cu's were indeed growing thun
derstorms. Even without an anvil, 
they were capable of producing ma
jor hail. My somewhat casual treat
ment of these clouds led me to be
lieve it was "safe" to fly between 
them. Blue skies above and small
sized building clouds were no insur
ance against the power of nature. 

Since that day, if I even suspect 
there's a chance clouds might be po
tential thunderstorms, I've given 
them a wide berth. Even the slow 
Tweet can make double-digit dis
tances around building weather 
with ease. Besides, even the Tweet 
deserves better treatment than 
found around thunderstorms. • 
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AND ITS EFFECT ON AIRCRAFT 

There was a time when 
we knew what to expect 

when big, metal airplahes 
were hit with lightning. 

The growing number of 
composite structures pro

vides a good excuse to 
review our knowledge of 

lightning. 
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MAJOR WILLIAM N. WAGNER 
AFSA 

• Remember way back when you 
were a kid and you first saw a pitch
forked light in an ominous sky? On 
the way to ask Dad about it, you 
heard the awesome clap of thunder 
when it finally got to you. At the 
very least, it was a very memorable 
occasion. 

The incredible light show brings 
back thoughts of Moses on Mt. Sinai. 
No doubt, lightning is something to 
be revered, yet, also something to be 
understood. Hopefully, in the next 
few pages, you'll gain a greater un
derstanding of lightning and how to 
avoid it when flying. 

FirSt, what is this phenomenon we 
call lightning? Lightning is merely a 
release of electricity somewhat akin 
to shocking your friend's ear after 
shuffling your feet across the carpet. 
Lightning can occur within a cloud, 
from one cloud to another, or from 
cloud-to-ground. Only about 20 per
cent of lightning is cloud-to-ground. 

Lightning can create temperatures 
twice those of the surface of the sun. 
Because of the almost instantaneous 
ionization and expansion created by 
lightning's heat, a shock wave is 
formed which comes back to us in 
the form of thunder. 

In order for lightning to occur, 
you must have the right ingredients. 
Although "bolts from the blue" have 
occurred, these are extremely rare. 
Typically, lightning is associated 

with clouds. Normally, these clouds 
are cumulonimbus clouds. The ris
ing and falling air inside a thunder
storm, or convective activity, sets up 
the motion thought to create the 
charge imbalance within the clouds. 

As water droplets are cooled to 
-40 degrees Celsius, they freeze and 
collide. They break apart and trans
fer ions - the bigger piece becom
ing negative and the smaller piece 
becoming positive. The heavier 
piece drops through the atmosphere 
down to the bottom of the cloud tak
ing its negative charge with it. The 
small piece is taken aloft by convec
tive activity, thus depositing a plus 
charge at the top of the cloud. So, a 
charge imbalance exists within the 
cloud. 

Air is a great insulator. But when 
the difference in potential reaches a 
critical value, even air cannot stop 
the cascade of electrons which flows. 

As the resistance of the air is over
come, the discharge starts through 
the first of its various stages. Initial
ly, a "stepped leader" moves slowly 
along (relatively speaking) as it ion
izes the air in its path. A conducting 
filament then carries the current 
from the cloud to its destination. Fil
aments can branch off in any direc
tion but generally point in the direc
tion the current is traveling. 

The lightning, in the form of a re
turn stroke, becomes visible as it 
shoots up the ionized path into the 
cloud. In a few microseconds, the 
lightning stroke is formed. 

The subsequent leader is called a 



"dart leader" which will take the 
same path as the original leader. The 
lightning stroke will typically con
sist of three or four leaders followed 
by their respective return strokes. 
The whole scene can last up to a full 
second. This, then, is lightning. 

When aviation was still young 
and the Wrights were still worried 
about whether or not the Wright Fly
er would actually fly, people were 
not concerned about lightning strike 
protection. However, in 1940, a 
DC-2 crashed near Lovettsville, Vir
ginia, due to a lightning strike. An 
interagency governmental task force 
was formed to study the effects of 
lightning on aircraft. Few incidents 
happened and interest waned. 

Then, in 1959, a 1WA Constellation 
was apparently struck by severe 
lightning on climbout from Milan, 
Italy, resulting in explosion of the 
fuel cells and the deaths of all 
aboard. A new "blood priority" 
drove standards for aircraft light
ning protection still used today. 

Recent studies have been motivat
ed by an attempt to understand how 
lightning affects advanced compos
ites or solid state electronics. And 
just so we do not think modem air
craft are invincible, let's look at the 
following mishap. 

An F-15 in the clouds at FL 330 
was receiving vectors arouIid thun
derstorms. Lightning struck the Ea
gle, exploding the external tank, 
sending shrapnel into the fuselage 
fuel tank and severing the right en
gine throttle cable. The right engine 

continued 
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LIGHTNING AND ITS EFFECT ON AIRCRAFT 
continued 

Designed to dissipate static buildup on air
craft, these ''whiskers'' were unable to handle 
the tremendous surge of a lightning strike. 
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remained stuck at 82 percent. The 
fuselage fuel leak caught fire. The 
mishap pilot made a single engine 
landing at the nearest base. 

How, exactly, does the aircraft in
teract with a lightning-potential en
vironment? According to data from 
actual aircraft lightning strikes, most 
lightning strikes occur within 8 de
grees Celsius and 5,000 feet of the 
freezing level. 

From 1980 to 1983, NASA com
pleted a study using an F-106B. It 
was intentionally flown into thun
derstorms to determine if previous 
information was still true. To every
one's great surprise, the level of 
highest threat was actually from 
36,000 to 40,000 feet at a temperature 
of -40 degrees C to -45 degrees C. 

There is some explanation for the 
differences. Typically, pilots at high
er altitudes can deviate around these 
areas because they can see them, but 
at lower altitudes during departure 
and arrival, flight paths are more or 
less established. Another surprising 
statistic was the lack of correlation to 
turbulence or precipitation. 

The frequency of strikes above 
18,000 feet was considerably higher 
than that of flying below the level of 
the thunderstorm. However, the 
strength of the bolt was greater 
when flying lower due to its gener
ally being a clol.ld-to-ground strike 
rather than the less potent cloud-to
cloud variety. The aircraft itself trig
gered 90 percent of the lightning 
strikes. 

The pilot is always the last link in 
the chain. No computer yet designed 
can assimilate all the variables and 
arrive at the best course of action as 
well as the human. Here, then, is a 
list of techniques to fill up your clue 
bag where lightnihg is concemed. 

• Avoiding areas of known thun
derstorms is undoubtedly the best 
solutioh of all. 

• Check frequently with Center or 
Flight SeNice along your route for 
any areas of buildups. 

• Avoid the anvil of a thunder
storm. Even a dissipating thunder
storm can leave a significant charge 
there. 

• If possible, stay away from fly
ing in the clouds so you can see 
what's out there. If that won't work, 
have an operational weather radar. 
Finally, give METRO or Center a call 
and ask for thunderstorms in your 
flightpath. 

• Picking your way through the 
only opening in a line of thunder
storms for hundreds of miles will only 
get you intO trouble. 

• Stay at least 20 miles away 
from a thunderstorm. 

• Fly radar trail or separate vec
tors in areas of lightning. 



Although flying at the higher alti
tudes can be more hazardous, flying 
at any altitude can still be life threat
ening when done near a thunder
storm. April and May are the high
est threat months. 

Two ways to combat the lightning 
threat are through proper regulation 
and design and also through pilot 
awareness. 

The aircraft itself is able to protect 
its own most vital organs due to 
shielding techniques. First, you must 
know what subsystems are normal
ly hindered. Older aircraft were typ
ically made with an aluminum exte
rior. This insulated the vital working 
parts and gave a path for the elec
tricity to flow through. With the ad
vent of composites, various other 
techniques must be employed. 

Composites can have metal 

strands woven into the material. An
other method is to place a metal 
screen near the surface between lay
ers of composite. These strands of 
metal shield the underlying fuel 
cells and electronics from lightning. 

It becomes trickier when trying to 
divert an arc inside a composite fuel 
cell. Critical design areas are filler 
caps and suspension equipment. 
These have historically created the 
most problems. Finally, the conver
sion from the more volatile JP4 to 
JP8 will take the ambient fuel tem
peratures out of the range of com
bustible vapor temperature. 

You can enjoy the beauty of an af
ternoon light show only when the jet 
is safely put to bed and you're sit
ting with your feet propped up. The 
more we know about lightning, the 
better this idea sounds. • 

Depending on the nature of the structure, the damage of an exiting lightning bolt may be 
minor or catastrophic. The structural integrity of this nose cone was lost when the bolt exit
ed at a seam. 
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The following is not directive . 
Rather, it lets us all see how the FAA 
approaches icing and deicing. Ed. 

• Federal Aviation Regulations 
(FAR) prohibit takeoff when snow, 
ice, or frost is adhering to wings, 
propellers, control surfaces, engine 
inlets, and other critical surfaces of 
the aircraft. This rule is the basis for 
the clean aircraft concept. It is im
perative takeoff not be attempted in 
any aircraft unless the pilot-in-com
mand (PIC) has ascertained all criti
cal components of the aircraft are 
free of frozen contaminants. 

The clean aircraft concept is essen
tial to safe flight operations. The PIC 
has the ultimate responsibility to 
determine if the aircraft is clean and 
the aircraft is in a condition for safe 
flight. This requirement may be met 
if the PIC obtains verification from 
properly trained and qualified 
ground personnel that the aircraft is 
ready for flight. The general consen
sus of the aviation community is 
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that a critical ingredient in ensuring 
a safe takeoff in conditions con
ducive to aircraft icing is visual 
and / or physical inspection of criti
cal aircraft surfaces and components 
shortly before takeoff. 

Common practice developed by 
the North American and European 
aviation communities is to deice 
and, if necessary, to anti-ice an air
craft before takeoff. This is accom
plished most commonly by the use 
of heated aqueous solutions of 
Freezing Point Depressant (FPD) 
fluids for deicing, followed by anti
icing using cold, rich solutions 
which are thicker and have a lower 
freeze point. Several different types 
of FPD fluids have been developed 
during the past 40 years, and many 
are in common use today. Each of 
these various fluids has unique char
acteristics and requires handling 
unique to that particular fluid. More 
recently developed fluids, such as 
those identified as International 
Standards Organization (ISO) Type 
II and Society of Automotive Engi-

neers (SAE) Type II, will last longer 
in conditions of precipitation and af
ford greater margins of safety if they 
are used in accordance with aircraft 
manufacturers' recommendations. If 
improperly used, these fluids can cause 
undesirable and potentially dangerous 
changes in aircraft performance, stabili
ty, and control. 

Ground deicing and anti-icing 
procedures vary depending primari
lyon aircraft type, type of ice accu
mulations on the aircraft, and FPD 
fluid type. All pilots should be
come familiar with the procedures 
recommended by the aircraft man
ufacturer in the Aircraft Flight Man
ual (AFM) or the maintenance man
ual and, where appropriate, the air
craft service manual. 

Aircraft icing and frost accumulations on 
the ground cause a serious risk for safe oper
ations. Most of the recent mishaps associated 
with this risk have been in the civilian commu
nity. However, global reach places nearly 
every Air Force crewmember in a position to 
deal with this problem. 



Preflight ICing Checks 
The following list provides key 

points regarding aircraft deicing and 
anti-icing procedures. 

• Most icing-related mishaps 
have occurred when the aircraft was 
not deiced before takeoff attempt. 

• The deicing process is intended 
to restore the aircraft to a clean con
figuration so neither degradation of 
aerodynamic characteristics nor me
chanical interference from contami
nants will occur. 

• It is essential the PIC have a 
thorough understanding of the deic
ing and anti-icing process and the 
approved procedures necessary to 
ensure the aircraft is clean for take
off. 

• A post-deicinglanti-icing check 
should be performed during or imme
diately following the ground deicing 
and anti-icing process. 

• A pretakeoff check may be re
quired before takeoff roll is initiated. 
The pilot may need the assistance of 
qualified ground crews to perform 
pretakeoff checks. 

• Ice, frost, or snow on top of de
icing or anti-icing fluids must be con
sidered as adhering to the aircraft. 
Takeoff should not be attempted. 

• Flight tests performed by manu
facturers of transport category air
craft have shown most SAE and ISO 
Type II fluid flows off lifting surfaces 
by rotation speeds (VA) . Some large 
aircraft experience performance 
degradation and may require weight 
or other takeoff compensation. 
Degradation is significant on small 
airplanes. 

Clean Aircraft Concept 

Test data indicate ice, snow, or 
frost formations having a thickness 
and surface roughness similar to 
medium or coarse sandpaper on the 
leading edge and upper surface of a 
wing can reduce wing lift by as much 
as 30 percent and increase drag by 40 
percent. 

These changes in lift and drag sig
nificantly increase stall speed, re
duce controllability, and alter air
craft flight characteristics. Thicker or 
rougher frozen contaminants can 

There are many different methods used to deice USAF aircraft. Each location with extreme 
weather may have a different way to help crews achieve a clean aircraft prior to takeoff. 

have increasing effects on lift, drag, 
stall speed, stability and control, 
with the primary influence being 
surface roughness located on critical 
portions of an aerodynamic surface. 
These adverse effects on the aerody
namic properties of the airfoil may 
result in sudden departure from the 
commanded flightpath and may not 
be preceded by any indications or 
aerodynamic warning to the pilot. 
Therefore, it is imperative takeoff 
not be attempted unless the PIC has 
ascertained, as required by regula
tion, all critical surfaces of the air-

craft are free of adhering ice, snow, 
or frost formations. 

Numerous techniques for comply
ing with the clean aircraft concept 
have been developed by the aviation 
industry. The consensus of the avia
tion community is the primary 
method of ensuring safe flight oper
ations in conditions conducive to 
aircraft icing is through visual or 
physical inspection of critical aircraft 
surfaces to ascertain they are clean 
before takeoff. This consensus is 
valid regardless of the deicing and 
anti-icing techniques used .• 
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PEGGY E. HODGE 
Assistant Editor 

wind shear (wind sher), n. a sudden 
shift in wind direction and/or speed. The 
most severe form - microburst - is 
caused when a mass of cooled air rushes 
downward out of a thunderstorm, hits the 
ground, and rushes outward in all direc
tions. 

• The tragic results associated with 
microburst wind shear, in both the 
commercial and Air Force flying 
communities, have led to a great 
deal of research and study. Air Force 
mishap experience from 1985 to the 
present tells us each year, wind 
shear continues to cause us prob
lems - and mishaps. During this 
period, we experienced at least one 
Class A, two Class B, and six Class C 
mishaps. 

Even one mishap, especially one 
involving a life and destroying an 
aircraft, is one too many. We are cur-
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rently flying in the thunderstorm 
season when microburst wind shear 
is likely to be present. Let's review 
this very serious phenomenon and 
maybe we can keep our mishap 
slate clean in the future. 

Wind Shear Is Serious Business! 
Wind shear can cause an aircraft 

to crash and can mean tragedy. Do 
you remember the Pan American 

Boeing 727 tragedy in July 1982 at 
New Orleans International Airport? 
During liftoff and initial climbout, 
the aircraft experienced a 40-knot 
decrease in headwind and subse
quent loss of airspeed and lift which 
caused it to abruptly pitch down. 
The pilot added full power and at
tempted to raise the nose. However, 
recovery was not possible. A few 
seconds later, all 145 persons on 



board and 8 persons on the ground 
died. The National Transportation 
Safety Board (NTSB) determined the 
probable cause of the mishap was 
microburst wind shear associated 
with a thunderstorm. 

Wind shear is serious business. 
Most who encounter even moderate 
wind shear without warning could 
crash. And, even if warned, a pilot 
not trained to respond could crash if 
severe wind shear is encountered. 
Our best line of defense to this phe
nomenon is our knowledge -
knowledge of how to detect and 
avoid, and if avoidance is not possi
ble, recognize and 

Detect and Avoid 
Microbursts can' t be positively 

predicted or detected in most opera
tional situations, but there are clues 
we can watch for which add up to a 
high probability wind shear and mi
crobursts are imminent. One of the 
more dangerous situations this time 
of year which can create microburst 
is the thunderstorm. 

The FAA reports two out of every 
three wind-shear events are related 
to convective storms. Approximate
ly 5 percent of all thunderstorms 
produce a microburst. Dangerous 
microbursts can be generated by any 
convective airmass, from single cells 
to supercell thunderstorms. They 
can occur anywhere convective 
weather conditions (thunderstorms, 
rain showers, or virga) occur. 

Rememoer, precipitation signals 
the beginning of the mature stage of 
a thunderstorm and presence of a 
downdraft. After approximately an 
hour, the heated updraft creating the 
thunderstorm is cut off by rainfall. 
Heat is removed, and the thunder
storm dissipates. Many thunder
storms produce an associated cold 
air, gust front as a result of the 
downflow and outrush of rain
cooled air. These gust fronts are usu
ally very turbulent and can create a 
serious threat to aircraft during take
off and approach. 

Be alert for the more severe thun
derstorms associated with weather 
systems like fronts, converging 
winds, and troughs. These thunder
storms form in squall lines, last sev
eral hours, generate heavy rain and 
possibly hail, and produce strong 

Wind shear from thunderstorms may initially be very localized as seen in the lower left cor
ner of the upper photo. Despite the wider area of gusts in the lower photo, the wind shear 
force has not lessened. 

gusty winds and possibly tornados. 
They will probably contain large 
horizontal wind changes (speed and 
direction) at different altitudes in
side the thunderstorm. Whenever 
possible, avoid thunderstorms! 
They're TROUBLE! 

Recognize 
If your attempts to detect and 

avoid wind shear fail, the next steps 
are recognition and recovery. 

When an aircraft flies into a mi
croburst, it may initially experience 
a strong increase in headwind with 

a resulting increase in indicated air
speed and lift causing the aircraft to 
pitch up. (Note aircraft A in figure 
1.) With no pilot inputs, the aircraft 
will gradually slow to the airspeed 
for which it was previously 
trimmed. Most pilots, however, at
tempt to correct by reducing power 
and applying nose down pressure at 
the onset of the pitch up. 

Approximately 30 seconds after 
flying into the microburst, the air
craft suddenly loses the headwind 
and picks up a strong tailwind . 
(Note aircraft B on page 10.) The re-

continued 
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Itls Called Wind Shear continued 

suIting loss of indicated airspeed 
and lift causes the aircraft to pitch 
down. Pilot reaction would typically 
be to add power and apply back 
pressure on the controls. However, 
this action might be too little or too 
late if the pilot had just previously 
corrected for the headwind (reduced 
power, nose down) and unknowing
ly compounded the effect of the tail
wind. 

It's important to review your Dash 
1 and its discussion of wind shear 
C).nd gusts. Since most USAF Dash Is 
concentrate on frontal passage 
shears and gusts, and don't include 
much about microbursts, we have 
provided additional information on 
the microburst. (Please see "Anato
my of a Microburst./I) 

Recover 
Aircraft recovery will depend on 

pilot reactions, aircraft performance 
capability, and the altitude at which 
wind shear was encountered. A sud-

1000' 

750' 

500' 

250' 

4 KM 3 KM 
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den loss of headwind at low altitude 
may exceed pilot and aircraft recov
ery capability and result in tragedy. 

The FAA has published a tech
nique which, while not the best in 
every case, was found most effective 
in a wide variety of wind-shear situ
ations. The FAA recovery technique 
uses pitch attitude and thrust to re
store or maintain flightpath control. 
This recovery procedure is present
ed here as a starting point for discus
sion. 

NOTE: The process applies to any 
aircraft, but the specific procedures 
for flying through wind shear vary 
according to the flight characteristics 
of each aircraft. Before you use these 
procedures, especially the specific 
pitch attitude references, check your 
flight manual for possible restric
tions! 

• Again, remember to evaluate the 
weather for signs of wind shear, 
keeping in mind that avoidartce is 
the absolute first line of defense 

2 KM ~ ____ ~ ______ OKM 

1 KM Runway 

against wind shear. Figure 2 is a 
guide for assessing weather . 

• Keep asking, 'ls it safe to contin
ue?" Delay the approach or landing 
until you and your immediate su
pervisor can definitely answer 
"YES!" 

• Use precautionary procedures 
when no serious threat of wind 
shear actually exists, but some of the 
indicators are present. 

• On takeoff, use maximum rated 
thrust. Maximize available stall mar
gin through runway selection, flap 
setting, and delayed rotation, all in 
accordance with the flight manual. 

• On landing, select the minimum 
landing flap position consistent with 
the field length, add an appropriate 
airspeed correction for gusts. A void 
large thrust reductions or trim 
changes in response to sudden air
speed increases. Consider using au
topilot/ autothrottle to provide more 
instrument monitoring and recogni
tion time, but manually back up the 
throttle. 

• Compare flight instrument val
ues of pitch attitude, rate of climb or 
descent, and airspeed to normal val
ues so deviations can be recognized 
early. The FAA and industry leaders 
in wind-shear training use the fol
lowing uncontrolled deviations as 
indicators of wind shear: 

-15KIAS 
- 5 degrees pitch 
- 500 £pm vertical speed 
- More than one dot off localizer 

glideslope 
• Act immediately if an inadver

tent wind-shear encounter occurs. 
• Use maximum thrust, avoiding 

engine overboost or overtemp un
less necessary to ensure safety. 

• Adjust pitch attitude toward ap
proximately 15 degrees. If the result
ing flightpath is still not acceptable, 
consider increasing pitch even fur
ther. The pitch attitude may need to 
be reduced to maintain adequate 
stall margins. Use the stick shaker / 
aural stall warning/ AOA according 
to your flight manual. 

• Maintain configuration until an 
acceptable flightpath is restored. 

• Remember the pressure changes 
within the shear area make the pitot
static instruments unreliable. Use 
pitch attitude, AOA, and radar alti
tude to measure the recovery. 



• Make a PIREP as soon as condi
tions permit. If the microburst is still 
intensifying, you may save the next 
aircraft! 

It's Called Wind Shear! 
It's called wind shear, and keep

ing up with current research, being 
constantly alert for the signs of wind 
shear, reacting in a timely manner, 

ANATOMY OF A MICROBURST 

PROPERTIES 
• A microburst is a violent downward 

rush of air that flattens out when it hits 
the ground and spreads in all direc
tions, creating wind-shear conditions. 

OCCURRENCE PATTERN 
• The Joint Airport Weather Studies 

revealed microburst events tended to 
peak in the early aftemoon, and again 
in the early evening, and were general
ly associated with convective weather 
peaks. 

SIZE 
• Because of their small diameter 

(less than 2-1/2 miles) and short life
span, microbursts do not affect all de
parting and arriving aircraft. These 
small microbursts are usually caused 
by a heavy rain shaft that generates an 
intense, violent outflow of air near the 
ground. 

ASYMMETRICAL MAKEUP 
• Microbursts may not be symmetri

cal - the outflow on one side of a mi
croburst might be mollt severe than the 
outflow from the other side. In the worst 
case, this may mean flying into an area 
is survivable, but flying out of it is not. 

? 
o 

and reporting any incident are the 
best lines of defense against this po
tential killer, • 

FO( your infO(mation, two publications 00 wind shear are 
the FAA Advisory Circular No. 00-54 , Pilot Wind Shear 
Guide, and the U.S. Department of CO<nmerce's handbook, 
Micro~ursts - A Handbook fO( Visual Identificatioo. These 
materials are available to you from the Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington 
D.C. 20402. 

WIND VELOCITY 
• The ~verage wind speed change 

from a typical microburst at its peak I&
tensity is nearly 50 knots. ThIs typtcaI 
microburst will intensify for about 5 rnD
utes after it first touches the ground, 
and during that time, may inaeaae up 
to three times its original strength. 

DURATION 
• Microbursts typically start to dlssi

pate 10 to 20 minutes after ;round im
pact. When you hear a wInckhear .. 
port, assume Ifs in the int8Mlfication 
cycle until you are positive the danger 
is past. Downdrafts as strong as 3,000 
feet per minute have been ~ 

CWSTERS 
• A single downburst may ~ a 

series or a cluster of mIcrobuIsIs. The 
resutt can be widely varying WInd con.
dItion8 for as long as 20 mInl*8. 

VORTEX RINGS 
• A ~.n~III'I'18IB-AflI88-1a1ge WfBc 

rings when it hits the grounct TheIe 
cause extreme "*tional momenta. 
along with the wind speed ~ 
more commonly reported. Another ef. 
feet is extreme pressure and tempera. 
ture~. 

The internal dynamics of a microburst wind 
shear involve much more than a headwind 
or tailwind . Updrafts and downdrafts compli
cate a safe recovery for aircrews, 
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In 1972, a DC-9 got too 
close behind a DC-10 
while landing at Dallasl 
Ft Worth Airport and 
crashed, killing all 
aboard. In 1988, a Yak-
40 got too close behind 
an IL-76 while taking off 
at Tashkent and killed 
all aboard. The United 
States averages about 
one mishap a month 
and one fatal mishap a 
year (mostly to small 
general aviation aircraft) 
due to vortices. 
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ROBERT E. MACHOL, PH.D 
Chief Scientist, FAA 
Courtesy Aviation Safety Journal 

• Airplanes fly because the shape of 
the airfoil and the laws of aerody
namics reduce the pressure above 
the wings and increase the pressure 
below the wings. At the wingtip, the 
high-pressure air wants to run 
around from below to reach the low
pressure region above, creating a 
vortex. However, this is a rather 
simplistic explanation of a very com
plex situation. 

Generally, "vorticity" is created 
and shed all along the wing, and a 
sheet of vorticity then rolls into a 
well-developed pair of counter-ro
tating vortices about 10 wingspans 
behind the aircraft. The pair of vor
tices tends to stabilize at a distance 
of about three-quarters of a 
wingspan apart and sinks a few 
hundred feet per minute. 

The strength of the vortex is pro-

portiona! to the sink rate. If the vor
tices are prevented from sinking, 
they tend to dissipate. 

We know a great deal about the 
initial strength of vortices, between 
10 and 40 wingspans behind the air
craft (4Q wingspans can exceed a 
mile). The vortex consists of a "core" 
in which speeds can be quite high -
speeds over 300 feet per second (200 
mph) have been measured off a 
B-757, creating "horizontal torna
dos." Though the core is very nar
row (the radius may be less than a 
foot for aircraft as big as a B-757), 
considerable energy remains at 
much greater distances. 

Strength of Vortices 
"Vorticity" is related to the speed 

of the air's rotation. "Circulation" is 
related to angular momentum -
speed plus the lever arm or distance 
from the center of the vortex - and 
is the best measure of the strength of 
a vortex. 



Vortices dissipate in three ways. 
The most obvious, simple frictional 
erosion, is usually least important. 
The most common mechanism, 
which can easily be observed on a 
clear day by watching contrails, is 
the "sinusoidal" or "Crow" instabili
ty in which the pair of vortices move 
closer together and farther apart 
(with a wave length of about six 
wingspans) in a sinusoidal pattern 
until eventually they meet. This 
does not destroy the vortex - it re
mains as a ring of vorticity. 

An aircraft passing through such a 
ring will be buffeted but is not sub
ject to the violent rolling moments 
which may cause mishaps. The third 
method, even less understood, is 
called vortex bursting because the 
vortex suddenly bursts and moves 
axially along the vortex tube. 

Aircraft Encounters With Vortices 
We know a bit more, but not 

enough, about encounters between 
aircraft and vortices. Most danger
ous axial encounters where the 
rolling moment created by the vor
tex may exceed the roll-control au
thority of the aircraft. Normally, pi
lots come into a vortex pair from the 
side. The immediate effect is to lift 
the wing closest to the vortex, which 
tends to throw the aircraft out of the 
vortex. Pilots may intuitively fight 
this lifting of the wing, inadvertently 
throwing the aircraft back into the 
vortex. 

As stated, the vortices tend to re
main at a separation of approxi
mately three-quarters of a wing
span, until they sink to an altitude 
equal to about half their normal sep
aration. Then they stop sinking and 
begin to spread out at a rate equal to 
their sink rate. That is, if the pair of 
vortices is normally 100 feet apart, 
they will sink to an altitude of about 
50 feet and then start spreading. 

If the wind is absolutely still, the 
vortices cannot remain on the run
way. But a crosswind of 3 knots 
blows one vortex rapidly away from 
the runway while the other is blown 
back onto the runway and may re
main stationary there. Furthermore, 
such winds usually have a shear, be
cause the wind speed is higher at 
higher altitudes. This shear repre
sents a kind of vorticity which tends 

to weaken one vortex but strengthen 
the one which gets blown back over 
the runway. A stationary vortex at 
an altitude of less than 100 feet could 
be catastrophic if an aircraft encoun
tered it on takeoff or landing. 

A vortex could also be blown to
ward an adjacent runway, either 
parallel or convergent. This is a real 
danger where runways are less than 
1,000 feet apart. Different airports 
handle this threat differently. 

At Los Angeles and Hartsfield At
lanta, which have two pairs of paral
lel runways, one runway of each 
pair tends to be used for takeoff and 
the other for landing. Vortices from 
one runway generally cannot en
danger aircraft on the other. 

At San Francisco, which has two 
parallel pairs at right angles, con
trollers often bring planes in on one 
parallel pair side by side during vi
sual meteorological conditions to 
provide gaps for takeoff on the other 
pair. This also is completely safe. 

Spacings for Landing and Takeoff 
The other (and more important) 

kinds of spacings are those for air
craft following each other on land
ing or takeoff. Required spacing de
pends on the sizes of the leading and 
following aircraft. For this purpose, 
the FAA classifies all aircraft as 
"Small," "Large," or "Heavy," based 
on maximum certificated gross take
off weight (not actual weight). If this 
weight is 12,500 pounds or less, the 
plane is Small; more than 12,500 and 
up to 300,000 pounds, Large. For air 
traffic control purposes, aircraft 
300,000 pounds and above are re
ferred to as Heavy. However, an 
empty (Large) Citation with most of 
its fuel spent can be well under 
12,500 pounds, but is still classified 
as Large. Since a B-757 also is classi
fied as Large, the rule for Large-be
hind-Large permits the empty Cita
tion to follow just 3 miles behind the 
B-757. 

Summary 
The FAA believes research and 

operational experience show current 
standards are safe, but with traffic 
volume nearing capacity, wake vor
tex issues are in the forefront when 
it comes to considering closer sepa
ration standards. • 
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EDITORIAL STAFF REPORT 
Flight Safety Foundation Accident 
Prevention, May 93 

Seconds after turning 
onto the final approach 
course for runway 35 at 
Colorado Springs Mu
nicipal Airport, Col
orado, the Boeing 737 
rolled abruptly to the 
right, pitched nose 
down and struck the 
ground in a near-vertical 
attitude. 

• Many years ago, a B-52 flying 
along Colorado's front range en
countered turbulence so severe as to 
remove most of the vertical tail. Pi
lots flying there all speak of the con
tinuing chance of turbulence caused 
by mountain waves and rotors. This 
article shares the extreme danger of 
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this all-too-common weather feature. 
Following an exhaustive investi

gation, the U.S. National Transporta
tion Safety Board (NTSB) said it 
"could not identify conclusive evi
dence to explain the loss of United 
Airlines flight 585." The crash killed 
all 25 people on board, including 
two flight crewmembers and three 
flight attendants. 

The NTSB report concluded: "Al
though anomalies were identified in 
the airplane's rudder control system, 
none would have produced a rud
der movement that could not have 
been countered by the airplane's 
controls. The most likely atmospheric 
disturbance to produce an uncontrol
lable rolling moment was a rotor (a hori
zontal-axis vortex) produced by a combi
nation of winds aloft and the mountain
ous terrain. 

"Conditions were conducive to 
the formation of, and some witness 
observations support the existence 
of a rotor at or near the time and 
place of the mishap. However, too 
little is known about the characteris
tics of such rotors to conclude deci-

sively whether they were a factor in 
this mishap." 

Flight 585 originated in Peoria, illi
nois, with stops in Moline, Illinois, 
and Denver, Colorado, before its 
scheduled final destination in Col
orado Springs. 

The cockpit voice recorder (CVR) 
indicated the crew received auto
mated terminal information service 
(A TIS) information "Lima" at 0930 
which was about 40 minutes old. It 

Rotational winds (rotors) occur when a jet stream inte 
ridge. Eventually, the rotor will break up the calm air I 
tors may encounter moderate to severe turbulence. 

-------l.~ WAAM AlA (Low le"el jet) 
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reported the wind at 310 degrees at 
13 knots with gusts to 35 knots. It al
so said low-level wind shear advi
sories were in effect with a "local 
aviation wind warning in effect call
ing for winds out of the northwest, 
gusts to 40 knots and above." 

The Colorado Springs controller 
cleared the aircraft to land and re
ported winds at 320 degrees at 16 
knots with gusts to 29 knots. A few 
moments later, the first officer asked 
the controller if other aircraft had re
ported significant airspeed losses or 
gains on final. "The controller 
replied that a Boeing 737 [had] re
ported a IS-knot loss at 500 feet [151 
meters], at 400 feet [121 meters] 'plus 
15 knots,' and at 150 feet [45 meters], 
'plus 20 knots.' The first officer 
replied, 'Sounds adventurous, uh, 
United 585, thank you.'" 

Most of the weather investigation 
focused on the possibility a rotor 
caused the mishap, the NTSB said. 
But the report also said another phe
nomenon known as a "jump" (a 
concentrated region of upward ver
tical motion) was also considered. 

The report said the U.S. National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis
tration (NOAA) confirmed rotors 
can occur in the mishap area and 
"can be quite strong." Clouds are 
not always associated with rotors, 
and thus rotors can be invisible until 
encountered, the NTSB said. 

Another witness, also a pilot, said 
he observed a rotor hit the ground 
about 1/2 mile (0.8 kilometers) east 
and 5 miles (8 kilometers) north of 
the extended centerline of runway 
35 with estimated wind speeds of up 
to 80 mph (129 kph) at about noon 
on the day of the mishap. 

[acts with the still air on the lee side of a mountain or 
~nd descend to the surface. Aircraft flying through ro-

In the center of this valley, smooth lenticular clouds float above the ragged clouds marking 
turbulence from a mountain wave rotor. 

The report said, "Tree limbs were 
blown off and car hoods were dam
aged. He (the pilot witness) believed 
the rotor was part of a line of rotors 
extending north to south which 
would most likely have extended to 
the area where the mishap had oc
curred. He added the force of rotors 
impacting the ground has severely 
damaged houses, railroad cars, 
and trucks. Calm returned after 30 
seconds." 

The NTSB said one witness re
ported a brief 90 mph (145 kph) or 
stronger gust from the west about 2 
miles (3 kilometers) east (downwind 
of the mishap site), and another wit
ness reported a 50- to 70-knot gust 
about 1.25 miles (2 kilometers) east 
of the mishap site. But it added 
"most witnesses near the mishap 
site reported light winds." 

In addition, pilot reports on the 
day after the crash indicated flights 
encountered measured turbulence 
and vertical velocities of 800 feet 
(242 meters) to 1,000 feet (303 me
ters) per minute in the area of the 
mishap. Atmospheric conditions 

were similar to those on the day of 
the mishap. 

"Regardless of the availability of 
rudder motion, a severe rotor 10 
times worse than those previously 
documented would have had to be 
present to cause the upset," the 
NTSB said. " A less severe rotor mo
tion, combined with pilot delay in 
reaction, could have led to this up
set. However, the CVR data re
vealed a rapid verbal, and presum
ably physical, response to the upset 
by the pilots." 

"Either meteorological phenome
na or an undetected mechanical 
malfunction or a combination of 
both could have led to the loss of 
control," the NTSB said. 

The NTSB recommended the U.S. 
Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) develop a meteorological 
program to study potential meteoro
logical aircraft hazards in the Col
orado Springs area, with a focus on 
approach and departure paths. It al
so urged a broader program be im
plemented to include other airports 
in or near mountainous terrain. • 
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DONALD L. GEORGE 
Researcher, NASA's Aviation Safety 
Reporting System (ASRS) 

Reprinted with permission from ASRS Direclline 

• Here I am, the PIC (passenger in 
coach) on a coast-to-coast widebody 
cruising along at Flight Level 350. 
I'm in Seat 25B (one of the cheap 
seats), feeling fairly comfortable af
ter recovering from an earlier inci
dent in which the guy in Seat 24B 
suddenly tilted his seat to the full re
cline position and speared me with 
my very own tray table. In any de
cent football league, that would 
have been a IS-yard penalty, but I 
didn't even get an "excuse me." 

No cracked ribs, so I try to relax; 
but I can't because now I'm already 
worrying about the fact we will 
have to descend in a couple of 
hours. I know from reading a lot of 
ASRS reports our chances of getting 
down through 11,000 and 10,000 feet 
without an incident are pretty re
mote. I conjure up in my mind a sce
nario which runs like this ... 

Controller will say, "Descend and 
cross three-zero miles west of Gulch 
VOR at one-one-thousand, reduce to 
two-five-zero knots, report leaving flight 
level two-zero-zero, Podunk altimeter 
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If pilots and controllers 
use clear, concise radio 
technique, paying par
ticular attention to the 
hearback phase, the po
tential for error will be 
reduced. 

three-zero-zero-five." With all those 
zeros now implanted into the flight
crew s heads, one of them will read 
back, "Descend to one-zero-thousand," 
along with the other values, and the 
controller will fail to note the wrong 
altitude in the readback. 

Shortly thereafter, we will change 
over to approach control and report, 
"Out of one-eight-thousand for one
zero-thousand." Again a busy con
troller will most likely miss the in
correct altitude. 

As we start to level off, the con
troller sees our altitude readout, 
questions us, and tells us to climb 
back to one-one-thousand, where 
we belong. At the same time, a cou
ple of departure aircraft are heading 
in our direction, also at 10,000 feet. 
We evade them by making some 

steep turns and climbing rapidly. 
Not much h'arm done except a few 
spilled drinks and the possible cre
ation of some future paperwork. 

Pretty soon, I hear the pilot an
nounce flight attendants should pre
pare for landing. 

This is my favorite part of the trip 
because it means the guy in Seat 24B 
must put his seatback into the up
right position, and it also indicates 
we have gotten down through 
11,000 and 10,000 feet without hit
ting another aircraft. Both of these 
occurrences allow me to breathe a 
lot easier! 

Okay, so I made up all this stuff 
about the guy in Seat 24B and the 
dogfights with other aircraft. But it 
all could have really happened, be
cause seriously, there is a real-life 
10,000/ 11,000 problem, and I want
ed to get your attention so we could 
talk about it. 

Contributing Factors 
Why do a lot of altitude deviations 

occur at 10,000 and 11,000 feet? 
In preparing this article, I re

viewed hundreds of ASRS reports 
which involved a mixup with the 
two altitudes. The reports reveal 
several causal factors which show 



up in nearly all of the incidents. I'll 
review those factors here. Bear in 
mind, however, the incidents do not 
usually happen as a result of a single 
causal factor. They almost always re
flect a combination of two or more 
of the following factors: 

Similar-sounding phrases - Pi
lots misunderstand the clearance, 
and controllers misunderstand the 
readback because of the similar
sounding phrases of one-zero-thou
sand and one-one-thousand. 

"I believe it is very easy to confuse 
one-one-thousand with one-zero-thou
sand, and vice versa." 

"I don't know if the controller said 
10,000 but intended to say 11,000, or if 
he said 11,000 and I thought he said 
10,000." 

Readbacklhearback - Controllers 
fail to note incorrect altitude in pilot 
readbacks - the old hearback buga
boo. 

"Voice tape reading showed the clear
ance was to 11,000 feet, but readback btl 
the captain of 10,000 feet went uncor
rected." 

"Controller said, 'Oh, I should have 
checked your readback.'" 

Too many numbers - Controllers 
include several (and sometimes, too 
many) numbers in the same radio 
transmission. 

"The controlling agency, in rapid 
manner, told us to turn to 310 degrees, 
slow to 210 knots, and I understood him 
to say 'maintain 10.'" 

"Very often, controllers issue four to 
five instructions in the same breath , 
such as, 'Turn left 330 degrees, main
tain 2,000 feet till establishe4, cleared for 
ILS 30 approach, contact tower 119.4 at 
the outer marker, and maintain 160 
knots until5-mile final. '" 

Similar numbers - Altitude 
crossing points stated in miles may 
be similar to the altitude to which 
the flight is cleared. 

"Were we cleared to 10,000 feet 11 
miles west of ARMEL, or 11,000 feet 10 
miles, or 10,000 feet 10 miles, or 11 ,000 
feet 11 miles?" 

"Center cleared us to cross 10 DME 
NE PVD 11,000, 250 knots. I read back 
11 miles NE PVD 10,000, 250 knots. 
At 10,100 feet, I questioned center, and 
they said 10 northeast at 11 ,000, 250 
knots. We climbed back up to 11,000 
feet ." 

250 knots at 10,000 - Pilots tend 

to associate a 250-knot speed restric
tion with a 10,OOO-foot altitude as
signment, because civil aircraft are 
normally restricted to a speed of 250 
knots or less below 10,000 feet. 

"A clearance for 250 knots generally 
makes a pilot think about 10,000 feet 
due to the association of 250 knots below 
10,000." 

"We think the 250-knot restriction 
could have led us to assume 10,000 feet 
because the majority of locations use 
1O,000-foot/250-knot crossings in their 
STARs (standard terminal arrival 
routes)." 

Spring-loaded - Pilots may antici
pate receiving a certain clearance but 
get something just a little different. 
Perhaps the last SID or STAR they 
executed had speed and altitude 

crossing restrictions which were sim
ilar but not exactly the same as the 
one they are currently flying. 

Noted an air carrier pilot who ini
tiated a premature descent to 10,000 
feet from 11,000 feet: "I may have 
anticipated being given 10,000 feet 
after seeing an aircarrier aircraft 
pass below me." 

Failing to question the unusual 
- Pilots mayor may not be familiar 
with normal ATC procedures in a 
particular area and, in either case, 
neglect to question an abnormal alti
tude assignment. 

"Next time into and out of DEN, we 
will be aware the inbound aircraft are 
normally at 11,000 feet and departure 
aircraft normally restricted to 10,000 
feet." 

continued 
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ONE ZERO WAYS TO 8 1 

"The usual clearance for this arrival is 
11,000, but we both followed my error 
blindly to 10,000 feet." 

The 10 mindset - Pilots and con
trollers often get what is referred to 
as a "No. 10 mindset" after hearing a 
lot of zeros. It seems like one-zero
thousand then comes the altitude as
signment. 

"] do think the number of lOs in the 
clearance definitely was a contributing 
factor ." 

"Flight crew read back 'one-one-thou
sand,' but somehow had mindset of one
zero-thousand. " 

Reduced monitoring - Cockpit 
duties and distractions result in only 
one flight crewmember monitoring 
the ATC frequency. Similarly, con
troller workload and frequency con
gestion are factors which affect the 
ability of controllers to closely moni
tor pilot readbacks. 

"This type of situation has occurred 
with this crewmember three or four 
times since flying two-man crew air
craft, when one crewmember is busy re
viewing approach plate and procedures 
and is distracted from hearing conversa
tion between the other crewmember and 
controller." 

Cockpit management - Cockpit 
management and flightcrew coordi
nation may be less than optimum, 
and crewmembers fail to adequately 
monitor each other in such tasks as 
setting the altitude alert or reading 
back clearances. 

"Center cleared our flight from 
17,000 feet to 11 ,000 feet MSL. This 
was acknowledged by me; however, the 
first officer understood 10,000 feet and 
placed that altitude in the selector." 

"] will have to watch the music closer 
while the other guy is playing the piano." 

Radio technique - Very often 
controllers and/or pilots fail to use 
proper techniques. I consider this to 
be the "big one" when it comes to 
causative factors. Yes, sir, old num
ber one-one (that's 11) is a really crit
ical factor. 

"The controller was buSt}, a lot of traf
fic. Contributing factors: fast talking, 
bad radios, long clearances, a lot of num-
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Cockpit management and 
crew coordination may 
be less than optimum, 
and crewmembers fail to 
adequately monitor 
each other. 

bers - given too fast to comprehend or 
write down." 

"] don't know who is correct, but] 
know] was incorrect in not requesting a 
confirmation of the clearance since some 
doubt existed." 

Confusing phraseology - Con
trollers and pilots frequently misun
derstand each other because of us
ing improper phraseology. 

"We had understood and read back 
'descending to 10,000. ' Phraseology 
contributed to this incident." 

"To correct future problerl1s like this, 
the altitude should be given in the form 
of 'ten thousand' or 'eleven thousand,' 
instead of saying 'one-zero-,' or 'one-

one-thousand.' There is too much of a 
chance of error. We are used to hearing 
ten, eleven, or twelve in everyday life." 

Corrective Measures 
So, what are we going to do about 

it? Here are a few starter suggestions. 
Saying it twice - differently. 

Controllers and pilots are encour
aged to use both single-digit and 
group-form phraseology to reinforce 
altitude assignments whenever a 
misunderstanding is possible. Con
sider the following examples: 

Controller transmission: "(Ident) 
descend and maintain one-zero-thou
sand, that is ten (said with emphasis) 
thousand." 

Pilot transmission: "Roger (call 
sign), leaving one-seven-thousand for 
one-one-thousand, that's eleven (with 
emphasis) thousand." 

Note: A recent change to Air Traf
fic Handbook Procedure 7110.65 al
lows controllers to use this phraseol
ogy to reinforce an altitude assign
ment. Many "old" pilots have used 
the technique for a long time and 
find it helps. 



UST AN ALTITUDE continueq 

Radio technique - Take a good, 
hard look at your radio communica
tion techniques. Do you check to 
make sure the frequency is clear be
fore transmitting? Do you activate 
transmitter before starting to speak? 
Do you use full and correct call sign? 
Do you use an acceptable speech 
rate? Do you enunciate and empha
size when necessary, for clarity? Do 
you ask the other party to repeat if 
transmission was not clear or may 
have been stepped on? Do you listen 
for similar call signs? 

These are just a few of the ques
tions you should ask yourself. J' m 
sure you can think of many other 
technique questions. 

Area familiaritlJ - Pilots should 
work to improve their "situational 
awareness" skills. For instance, you 
often fly in the Dallas / Ft Worth area 
and have observed normally depar
tures are restricted to 10,000 feet and 
arrivals are held up to 11,000 or 
higher until arrival and departure 
routes have crossed. 

You probably should question any 
altitude assignment which appears 
to conflict with these normal A TC 

If pilots and controllers use 
clear, concise radio tech
niques, paying particular 
attention to the hearback 
phase, the potential for error 
will be greatly reduced. 

procedures. Most terminal ATC fa
cilities use standard routes and alti
tudes, and your situational aware
ness can help prevent an incident. 

Reduce the number of numbers -
Controllers can help make a consci
entious effort to defeat the hearback 
problem by being aware of the nasty 
effects of including too many num
bers in the same transmission and 
by using named intersections rather 
than number of miles when issuing 
crossing restrictions. (If necessary, 
consider changes to local procedures 
or to letters of agreement.) 

Summary 
Let's take a final look at some of 

the reasons for the 10,000/ 11,000 al
titude problem. Factors include 

• One-zero-thousand sounds like 
one-one-thousand, particularly 
when other numerical information is 
being transmitted at the same time. 

• Pilots may be spring-loaded to 
expect a 250-knot airspeed in con
junction with a 10,OOO-foo~ altitude, 
thus a clearance for an airspeed of 
250 knots may lead the flightcrew to 
mistakenly assume an altitude as
signment of lQ,OOO. 

• Pilots may fail to question an 
unexpected pr unusual clearance; 
anticipate 10 when hearing a lot of 
zeros; become distracted, as do con
trollers; and suffer breakdown in 
cockpit management. 

• The 10,000 / 11,000 quandary 
seems to be rooted in confusing 
phraseology and improper radio 
technique - compounded by the 
readback/ hearback probl~m. 

The solution to the 10,000/11,000 
problem lies in realizing the poten
tial for error when descending or 
climbing through or near the 
10,OOOand II,OOO-foot boundaries 
and in using both single digit and 
group forms to express these alti
tudes . Be prepared to question a 
clearance that seems unusual. If pi
lots and controllers use clear, concise 
radio technique, paying particular 
attention to the hearback phase, the 
potential for error will be reduced. 

An Invitatio!1 
No doubt, a good many readers of 

this article are actively engaged in 
training activities, and you may 
want to consider this problem as the 
subject of a lesson or two. If you are 
interested in obtaining a small pack
age of NASA's Aviation Safety Re
porting System reports (about 20) on 
which to base training sessions, 
please call (415-969-3969) or write 
ASRS (P.O. Box 189, Moffett Field, 
CA 94035) and request the 
10,000/11,000 report package. It will 
be sent at no charge . • 
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INSTRUMENT FLIGHT CENTER 
Randolph AFB, Texas 

• Short and sweet. For those of us 
who occasionally get lucky enough 
to decode our own MET AR or T AF 
weather reports, 1 July 1993 was an 
important day. On this day, the de
code format was changed. The fol
lowing charts replaced the General 
Planning Chapter 8 charts. 

These are the basic organizational 
changes to the MET AR decode. 

Under WIND DATA 
- Maximum wind when varia

tion is 10 knots or more. It used to be 
5 knots. 
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- Wind variability added. 
Under PREVAILING VISIBILITY 
- All methods of transmission 

use kilometers. 
Under RUNWAY VISUAL 

RANGE 
- VR no longer is used to specify 

RVR. 
Under SKY CONDITION 
- Cloud cover is no longer refer

enced by eighths. Now clouds are 
expressed as SCT, BKN, OVC, or 
SKC (sky clear). 

- Most cloud types are removed 
from cloud height section. 

Only CB (cumulonimbus) or TCU 
(towering cumulus) are used. 

CEILING HEIGHT AND RE
MARKS sections are reversed. 

TERMINAL AERODROME 
FORECAST 

(T AF) changes are as follows: 
- Block 8 is now current weather 

rather than forecast. 
- Block 9. As with MET AR, cloud 

amount is no longer referenced in 
eighths. SCT, BKN, OVC, and SKC 
are used instead. 

- Block 10. Cloud height specifies 
bases of the clouds. 

- Block 11. Type of cloud indicat
ed only if CB. 

- Remarks section is reduced. 
There you have it. Simple and to 

the point. General planning should 
catch up with these changes in the 
revision scheduled for September 
1993 . • 



I 
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IPC APPROACH 
LOW LEVEL vs LOW APPROACH , 

L T COL JOHN VOSS 
Air Force Flight Standards 
Agency Instrument Flight Center 

• "Okay, we're over the IP, Now 
turn to the target run-in heading. 
Heading looks good - speed is 
nailed - altitude, 300 feet - look 
for No, 2, yeah, I'm visual - tally 
the target _" 

BOOM .. , BRIGHT FLASH OF 
LIGHT! 
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"What the . .. ?" Master caution 
light. No time to study the problem 
here. Start a climb to get some think
ing room, "Bacon 21, knock it off!" 

Not an unrealistic scenario. Situa
tions like this happen to a lot of 
flights. Somewhere in the low alti
tude structure something attracts 
your attention away from the busi
ness of flying the jet. The actions to 
solve the problem may be different 
in each case, but step number one is 
always the same: Maintain aircraft 

control while getting some altitude 
under the aircraft. 

This is a basic rule we stress to 
new pilots and to ourselves in the 
mission briefing. It also happens to 
work no matter what type of aircraft 
you're flying. Low and fast, or low 
and slow, it doesn't make a differ
ence. Get away from the ground if 
you need to do anything but fly. 

No one argues flying gets de
manding at low altitude. But when 
was the last time you flew at less 



than 250 feet? "Never," you say! 
"The MAJCOM minimums won't let 
us go that low." Well, you might be 
surprised to know about a small 
'loophole" in regulation which puts 
you much closer to the ground than 
you realize. 

Let's turn our thinking from a de
manding low level mission to a pre
sumably much less demanding non
precision a pproach. When you're 
flying your final approach, how 
close to the ground are you? The 
first place to look for an answer 
might be the minima block on the 
approach plate to find the Height 
above Touchdown (HAT). The HAT 
for a nonprecision approach is usu
ally between 250 and 500 feet. How
ever, that is only over the touch
down point. What about farther out 
on final? 

How high above the ground are 
you out there? Without making 
TERPS experts out of you, you 
should know the person who de
signs the approach must provide at 
least 250 feet of obstruction clear
ance on the final approach segment 
of a nonprecision approach. Now, 
make allowances for a 75-foot al
timeter error (worst case) and you 
could "legally" be 175 feet above the 
ground or obstacle. 

Troubleshooting an aircraft prob
lem at 250 feet AGL is not normally 
considered a good idea. Put yourself 

in the situation where you get dis
tracted by something like a radio 
call from your wingman needing in
formation, or a master caution light 
while you're flying an instrument fi
nal approach with a step down fix. 
Recent mishap statistics indicate 
adding power to initiate a missed 
approach is apparently not high on 
some pilot's list of considerations. 
But why not? 

Although the answer may be com
plicated by many factors such as the 
perceived negative stigma of taking 
an approach around prior to the 
missed approach point; or with con
cerns about the immediate impact to 
air traffic control, the key is pilot 
lack of situation awareness. 

The fact is, an aircraft is closer to 
the ground on an instrument ap
proach than it is on a preplanned 
low level. The only Significant differ
ence is time. On a 420-knot low lev
el, a 3° descent started at 250 feet is 
only 7 seconds from ground impact. 
The same descent rate on a l80-knot 
final approach results in ground im
pact in 16 seconds. Is the 9-second 
difference really enough time to 
troubleshoot the problem and recov
er the aircraft while in the landing 
configuration? If you are distracted 
for 9 seconds while you continue to 
descend, you will only be 100 feet 
above the ground or obstacle with a 
downward vertical velocity of 900 

fpm. 
If your final approach is being 

flown VMC and there are plenty of 
visual cues, it might not be a prob
lem since the ground rush might cue 
you to recover the aircraft. If, how
ever, the weather is at or near mini
mums for the approach, you will be 
flying IMC at a low altitude without 
a chance of seeing the obstacles on 
final. This is not the place to allow 
yourself to be distracted from 
"maintaining aircraft control." 

A rule cannot be written to dictate 
when to go missed approach if 
something doesn't look right, but 
aircrews must maintain good situa
tional awareness. Don't forget, the 
purpose of an instrument approach 
is to bring you from a higher alti
tude down to the dirt with little or 
no visual contact with the ground. It 
is intentionally designed to put you 
in the low level structure. Don't be 
lulled into a false sense of security 
just because you're slow and rela
tively close to a runway. It won't do 
much good to correctly handle an 
emergency while the aircraft is set
tling into the trees. You should seri
ously consider using the same pro
cedures you use in the tactical low 
level environment. 

The bottom line remains, when 
operating at low altitude, time is a 
very limited commodity, and the 
ground has a PK of 1. • 
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"THAR SHE BLOWS" 
L T COL ROB LUNDIN 
Chief, Aircraft Maint Div, AFSA 

• We all know what a hurricane
force wind can do. We've all worked 
in areas of the country where it gets 
really windy, either because it is a 
windy place or a thunderstorm 
brings in the gusts. 

But I bet a lot of us would be sur
prised at how much force "mere 40-
some-odd knots" of wind can gener
ate. Here are some lessons learned 
recently by the Navy at Rota, Spain. 

A bunch of phase dock mainte
nance stands were parked, suppos
edly with the brakes on, outside a 
hangar. Two P-3 sub hunters (about 
the size of a C-130) were parked 300 
to 700 feet away. Thunderstorm con
ditions were forecast with gusts to 
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35 knots. As is normal Navy proce
dure (they're used to doing this on 
aircraft carriers, so it carries forward 
to land-based units, even with calm 
conditions), the big P-3s were physi
cally tied down with chains to the 
ramp. Just before the strongest 
winds occurred, one witness noticed 
the nose tie-down on one P-3 was 
missing but did nothing to fix it. 

Then, the wind came. It was 
clocked at 42 knots, with blowing 
rain. Two H-46 helicopters broke 
free of their moorings and pieces of 
the hangar blew off. Then the real 
surprise. The P-3, subjected to a 37-
knot headwind component and a 
25-knot crosswind component, ro
tated back on its tail, touching the 
fuselage to the ramp, and then 
banged back down. 

To the observer's chagrin, the next 

thing he saw was an entire "squad
ron" of phase stands marching 
across the ramp. Several of them 
smacked into the P-3s with enough 
force to cause $620,000 worth of 
radome, antennae, prop, and struc
tural sheet metal damage! Some of 
the stands still had brakes set! One 
stand traveled 1,500 feet; one left a 
76-foot-long skid mark! 

In retrospect, it appears some of 
the brakes may not have been up to 
T.O. specifications, or may have 
even been inoperative (a point to 
ponder by our non-powered AGE 
troops) . An incident like this causes 
us Air Force types to rethink our 
weather advisory, loose equipment 
securing, and aircraft tie-down pro
cedures. Did you know a 40-knot 
wind had the power to do that? Is 
your unit prepared? • 
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G, What Happened To F? 
L T COL ROY A. POOLE 
Editor 

• Isn't it nice to depend on the sim
ple things in life? You know, the sun 
comes up in the morning, taxes are 
due on April 15th, and the alphabet 
is always the same. A is followed by 
B, C is followed by D, and E is fol
lowed byF. 

WRONG! For reasons known only 
to a secret office in Oklahoma, F 
does not follow E in the great air
space reclassification which takes 
place on September 16th. 

G follows Class E airspace in the 
new scheme. Fortunately, Class G 
airspace is the least complicated. It is 
also the one least likely to be used 
by military pilots. 

Class G airspace is the new name 
for airspace which is not a control 
area, not a control zone, not on a 
Victor route, not a TCA or ARSA, 
and not a transition area. In other 
words, Class G airspace is all that 
light brown area on your low alti
tude IFR en route charts. 

Cloud clearances in Class G air
space remain the same as for "un
controlled" airspace. Below 1,200 
feet agl, you will need one mile visi
bility and you must remain clear of 
clouds. At or above 1,200 feet agl, 
you must have the "standard" 3 sm 
visibility and remain 500 feet below, 
1,000 feet above, and 2,000 feet hori
zontally from any clouds which you 
encounter. 

As odd as it might seem, it is en
tirely possible for somebody to be 
conducting IFR flight in Class G air-

space. Naturally, since this is not 
controlled airspace, aircraft flying on 
an IFR flight plan will probably not 
be talking to anyone. You also 
shouldn't expect any kind of traffic 
separation from air traffic control fa
cilities along your route until you 
enter at least some Class E airspace. 

The biggest exposure most pilots 
will have to Class G airspace is dur
ing point-to-point flights or along 
certain low level routes. All of the 
potentials for close encounters with 
civilian pilots attempting to take the 
shortest flight path horne are still in 
Class G airspace. Watch out for con
flicts near mountain passes and 
along easy-to-identify landmarks. 

Gee, since it's uncontrolled, Class 
G airspace has only one problem -
the big sky isn't big enough to keep 
you safe . • 
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These are the previous chapters of our story ... 

Airspace I 
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Sorry, They've Got the 
Right-of-Way 

• The traffic call for the 
C-9 was routine enough. 
While on departure from a 
familiar military field, the 
crew was advised by de
parture control of "traffic, 
twelve o'clock, and one 
mile." 

Sure enough, the pilot 
saw a glider dead ahead 
and maneuvered to the 
right to avoid it. But this 
glider was not alone. The 
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right tum had put the C-9 
on a collision course with 
a number of others circling 
ahead at altitudes from 
4,000 to 7,000 feet. The sec
ond evasive turn gave 
clearance of only a couple 
hundred feet from one of 
the gliders. 

Even after missing a 
number of gliders, depar
ture control was still call
ing traffic at twelve 
0' clock. The single engine, 
light airplane passed to 
the right with 2 miles sep-

L 

aration. Obviously, the 
traffic warning was not for 
the gliders but for the light 
airplane. In this case, all of 
the gliders were operating 
legally in a VFR environ
ment. 

As most radar con
trollers could tell any pilot, 
gliders (also called sail
planes) generally don't 
provide a radar return. 
They are often constructed 
of fiberglass which is a 
poor reflector of radar. 
Additionally, since their 

only electrical source is 
battery power, they usual
ly do not carry transpon
ders. A number of them 
don't even have a radio on 
board. 

Gliders are most active 
during the summer 
months, but they aren't 
dependent upon thermal 
activity for lift. Other 
sources of liff come from 
winds deflected upward 
along ridges or mountain 
wave activity. It's safe to 
say gliders don't need 
puffy cu's to go flying. 

Depending upon their 
location, thermals may 
carry a glider to more than 
17,000 feet MSL. Ridge lift 
has allowed some glider 
pilots to fly nonstop from 
Pennsylvania to South 
Carolina - and return! 
Gliders flying in mountain 
waves have achieved 
heights in excess of 45,000 
feet MSL (inside author
ized wave "windows"). 

What all this means to 
military fliers is that glid
ers are likely to be found 
under cumulus clouds, 
along the windward side 
of ridges, and on the lee 
side of taller mountain 
ranges. There is no "sea
son" for gliders, and re
member, they dOh't show 
up on radars. 

Sorry, but most impor
tantly, gliders have the 
right of way. It's up to all 
Air Force aircraft to give 
way. Since you can't give 
way if you don't see them, 
keep your scan up for 
gliders any time of the 
year . • 
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PrUgtam. 

CAPTAIN 

Bruce McClintock 
81 st Tactical Fighter Wing 

• Captain Bruce McClintock was leading a four ship of A-lOs for a live fire 
demonstration at a local range. After raising his gear on initial takeoff, with 
the wingmen in 20-second trail, he noticed a red light in the gear handle and 
the gear unsafe warning horn. A check by the wingman revealed the nose 
gear was still partially extended and the nose wheel cocked in the wheel 
well. Attempts to re-extend the gear had no effect on the jammed gear. 

After consulting a gear specialist, Captain McClintock recycled the gear 
with no change to the configuration. The nose gear remained jammed. 

After multiple attempts to free the nose gear by inducing positive Gs in 
a right hand-turn, Capt McClintock accelerated to over 300 kts and accom
plished a left-hand, 6.5-G turn which freed his nose gear. With the nose gear 
now indicating safe, another visual check revealed the nose wheel was 
cocked 20 to 30 degrees to the right, and the nose gear door had been torn 
from the aircraft. 

Acting on the recommendation of the landing gear specialist, Captain 
McClintock flew two flawless touch-and-go approaches in an effort to center 
the nose wheel. By touching down only the main landing gear, he was able 
to activate the nose gear steering and, on the second attempt, center the nose 
gear. The final approach and full stop landing were uneventful. 

Captain McClintock distinguished himself by calmly and professionally 
handling an extremely difficult situation. His critical analysis, quick think
ing, and superior airmanship saved a valuable combat resource. 

WELLOONE! • 
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